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NOTICE

Kind Attention:-    The Candidates for the Post of PGT (Physical  Education Teacher) Male,I
under Post Code-94/17 -regarding.

The  DSSSB  vide  its  advertisement  No.  04/2017  dated  22/12/2017  had  advertised  86  {UR44,
OBC-23,   SC-13,   ST-06}   for  the   post   of  PGT   (PHYSICAL   EDUCATloN   TEACHER)   (MALE)   POST
CODE-94/17  in  Directorate  of  Education  with  closing  date  as  31.01.2018.    Tier-I  examination  ln  offline
written examination  mode was conducted  on  12/08/2018.

2.              On the  basis of online examination  of T-I  held  on  12/08/2018 and  having  been found  provisionally
eligible  as  per  documents  uploaded  in  support  of  educational  qualification,  age,  etc  in  accordance  with
advertisement  no.  04/2017  and  RRs for the  post of PGT  (Physical  Education  Teacher)  Male,  Post Code-

:4a/:t7:nfDd'::,::::ite/r:::,:#:at:::'ut::not:n:#d:::ree:::::,::":::nga:::::fnagtFysthhaesyb::enfee:igpegn,::nngf4°s{
opportunity to  upload the deficient documents in the e-dossier as mentioned against their roll  No  :-

S'.  No Roll  No REMARKS

1 2440000025 B.P.Ed degree & its marks sheets required  in  the e-dossier.

2 2440000232 B.P.Ed degree & its marks sheets required  in the e-dossier.

3 2440000495 The candidate is Overage,  However, as he has applied under DCF
category,  relevant documents under DCF ctgy.  for taking  relaxation  in age

are required  in the e-dossier.

3.             The  above candidates are  being  given  lst opportunity  to  upload  the deficient documents  in  the  e-
dossier w.e.f. 08/03/2021  to 17/03/2021.

4.             The  e-dossier  link  for  the  above   pending   candidates  only  for  Llploading   of  deficient/requisite
documents shall  be kept open for a  period  of 10 days w.e.f. 08/03/2021  to 17/03/2021.

5.              Mere  asklng  the  candidate  for  uploading  deficient/  requisite  documents  in  the  e-dossier  module
does  not confer  him/her any  right to  selection  to the applied  post.    Final  selection  will  be  made  purely  on
the   basis   of   merit   against   the   notified   vacancies    provided   the   candidate   falling    in   the   zone   of
consideration   fulfills   all   the   required   eljgibllity   conditions.      It   is   reiterated   that   if  the   candidate   fails   to
upload  his/her deficient /requisite documents on or before the date as mentioned  above  he/she will  not be
given any further opportunity and  his/her candidature will  be treated as cancelled

6,           This issues wi(h the approval of competent Authority, DSSSB.
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Copy to:-
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Secretary,  Directorate of Education,  old  Secretariat,  Civil  Lines,  Delhi-110054.

Director,  Directorate of Education,  Old  Secretariat,  Civil  Lines,  Delhi-110054.

Jt.  Secretary to H      on'ble  LG,  Raj  Niwas,  Delhi.

Staff Officer to Chief Secretary,  GNCT of Delhi.

PS to Chairperson.  DSSSB.

PS to COE,  DSSSB.

Dy. Secretary (lT)/Sr.  System Analyst with the  request to  upload the  Notice on the official

website of the  Board.

Guard  File.
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